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BTS is an allosteric, small molecule inhibitor of the ATPase activity of myosin II (1). It has been 

shown that BTS is remarkably specific for the fast skeletal myosin isoform. In solution studies it 

was found that BTS decreases the rate of phosphate release from myosin and weakens the apparent 

affinity of S1.ADP for actin (2). These effects seem to be responsible for the reduced force 

production in demembranated fast skeletal muscle fibers of rabbit and frog. The structural 

conformation of the acto-myosin complex with BTS, however, is unclear.  

In the present study we examined the structural features of acto-myosin states with BTS in 2D-X-

ray diffraction patterns of skeletal muscle fibers. Force inhibition by BTS is due to accumulation of 

cross-bridges in non-force generating cross-bridge states of the acto-myosin ATPase cycle. This 

makes these states accessible to detailed structural analysis within the 3D-lattice of the sarcomere.  

For structural characterization of cross-bridges with BTS we used our well established preparation 

of arrays of about 30 single skeletal muscle fibers (3, 4). For these studies we used the M. psoas of 

rabbits since it contains essentially only a fast myosin isoform. Fibers were incubated with 0.5mM 

BTS under relaxing conditions (low calcium concentration) and subsequently fully activated (high 

calcium) in the presence of BTS. 2D-X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded at low temperature 

(2°C) and at high temperature (20°C) in relaxation, as well as under activation after maximum force 

inhibition by BTS was achieved.  

At low temperature the resulting diffraction patterns at low and at high calcium concentration 

showed rather weak myosin layer lines, similar to what was observed previously in the presence of 

MgATPγS (3) or with MgADP.Vi (5), both analogs of the AM.ATP-state of the cross-bridges 

preceding ATP-cleavage. Weak myosin layer lines are typical for acto-myosin complexes in a pre-

cleavage conformation with low actin affinity, i.e. weak binding cross-bridge states which 

presumably have not yet reached the pre-power stroke “tail up” configuration. Obviously, BTS 

does not prevent cross-bridges to assume this conformation. At high temperature a clear 

intensification of the myosin layer lines was observed, indicating that a majority of the cross-

bridges now adopt a conformation typical for the AM.ADP.Pi pre-power stroke states prior to 



phosphate release (6). This indicates that even upon binding to an activated thin filament at high 

temperature phosphate release was inhibited by BTS, which is consistent with previous findings in 

solution studies (2). 
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